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Executive Summary 
 
Funds received from the Northern Fund  (NF) of the Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) 
to further assess the recently formed fish passage barrier near the mouth of the Tuya 
River and to develop and potentially execute a project designed to provide fish passage 
were expended from July 2007 through to December 2007.  

In 2004 a Tuya River steering committee (TRSC) was established with a mandate to 
develop a fish harvest system designed to capture up to 80 per cent of the sockeye 
entering the Tuya River in a safe and efficient manner. The committee is composed of 
Canadian and US engineers and biologists, as well a representative from the local First 
Nations.  In light of the Tuya River rock slides that occurred in 2006 and 2007, which 
resulted in the cessation of fish harvesting experiments at the mouth of the river as well 
as the creation of a  barrier to fish migration, the TRSC trained its focus on removing the 
fish barrier and, hence, providing access for sockeye to migrate upstream to a site 
conducive to the safe harvesting of Tuya River sockeye. (Conceptual sockeye harvest 
systems, including road access, were discussed by the TRSC. An application was 
submitted to the NF requesting funding to hire a consultant to detail the design, cost, 
installation, and operation of a trap as well as the routing and cost estimate of an access 
road from a serviced highway to the trap location.)  

Several conference calls were conducted by the TRSC over the course of this year’s 
project with the primary intent of detailing the design of blasting fish passage. A site visit 
by committee followed by a formal meeting of the TRSC occurred on 14-15 August 
2007. Mr. Duncan Wylie, a contract engineer, accompanied the committee members 
during the site visit to re-assess the stability of the river bank slopes and provide a risk 
assessment of  staff working  within the confines of the Tuya River canyon ( Mr. Wylie 
conducted a similar assessment in July 2003.) 

DFO personnel conducted two over flights during the spring run off (May and June) to 
determine the extent of further erosion at the 2006 rock slide site.  In addition, DFO staff 
conducted two site visits in July and August to collect biological samples (age, size, and 
gender) from Tuya River sockeye.  

The TRSC concluded, in a general sense, to proceed with original plans to blast an access 
chute through the rock face as shown in Figure 5.  Because of a measure of uncertainty 
around the water flow velocity through the proposed blast zone, which may exceed 
maximum velocity for sockeye passage, the TRSC remains engaged in refining the 
approach/blasting design for the passage.  Concurrent with TRSC activities, the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA) application to undertake instream work on the 
Tuya River was re-activated. This application was first submitted in 2006. A government 
to government meeting with the Tahtlan First Nations to review the CEAA proposal is 
scheduled for early spring of 2008. The B.C. government is presently reviewing the 
CEAA application.   
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Study Area and Background 
The Tuya River is one of the principal tributaries of the Stikine River system of northern 
British Columbia, Canada, with an approximate total drainage area of 3,100 km2 and a 
total length of approximately 159 km., Figure 1. The Tuya River empties into the Stikine 
River, approximately 60 km southwest of the town site of Dease Lake, B.C. and 
approximately 250 km from tidewater.  
 

 
Figure 1 Stikine River watershed and Tuya River sub-basin. 
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The Tuya River system was identified by Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
(ADF&G) as a river system that was assessed to have the highest level of potential 
salmon spawning and rearing area of any transboundary river (ADF&G, 1957).  In fact, it 
was subsequently suggested that the Tuya has the potential equal to or greater than the 
existing total Stikine River sockeye salmon production (ADF&G, 1958). The prospect of 
a sustainable Tuya River sockeye salmon population, without installation of fish ladders,  
is nil due to fish barriers located in the lower reaches of the Tuya River, specifically an 
11 metre waterfalls located approximately 3km. from its mouth and another barrier 
approximately 51 km farther upstream.    
 
Notwithstanding the inaccessibility of Tuya Lake to returning sockeye, the Northern 
Panel under the auspices of the Pacific Salmon Treaty, agreed in 1988 to include Tuya 
Lake as prime candidate lake for Stikine River sockeye enhancement. At the time Tahltan 
Lake would serve as a source of broodstock and, contingent on the Tahltan Lake run size, 
the fry production (5-6 million fish)  from this source would be released into both Talhtan 
and Tuya lakes, or Tahltan Lake exclusively, (PSC 1999).  The overall goal of the Stikine 
enhancement programme is to produce 100,000 sockeye.   
 
Tuya Lake releases commenced in 1992 and varied from 400k to 4,700k sockeye fry, 
Table 1. Starting in 1995 catches of Tuya origin sockeye were taken by Canadian and US 
fisheries. From 1995-07 the average contribution rate of Tuya sockeye salmon to the total 
catch of Stikine bound fish was ~23 per cent (ranging from 1.2%to 48.1%). A terminal 
fishery to harvest Tuya sockeye entering the Tuya River started in 1996, Table 1  The 
sockeye entering the Tuya River are deemed to be of excess of salmon spawning 
requirements (ESSR) because migrants do not have access to suitable spawning and 
rearing habitat.  The sustainability of the Tuya River sockeye population is solely 
dependent on fry releases into Tuya Lake. 
 
The majority of the sockeye returning to the Tuya River are not harvested. The behaviour 
of these remaining fish is not clearly understood; however, tagging and sampling projects 
indicate that some fish (presumably many) exit the river and ascend other Stikine River 
tributaries.  For example, spawned-out Tuya sockeye have been reported in Shakes 
Creek, a tributary entering the Stikine River approximately 50 km downstream from the 
Tuya River.  Fish tagged at the Tuya River barrier have been recovered at the First 
Nations fishery located near Telegraph Creek and at the lower Stikine River commercial 
fishery located approximately 180 km downstream from the tagging site. Radio tagged 
Tuya sockeye have been tracked to the US reach of the Stikine River, approximately 210 
km downstream from the mouth of the Tuya River.  A study to assess the distribution and 
spawning success of Tuya River sockeye salmon failed to find Tuya origin sockeye that 
had successfully spawned, (ARC Environment, 2006). 
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Table 1 . Tuya Lake sockeye fry releases, survival and harvest, 1991-07. 

Tuya sk as

Brood/Catch # fry Estimated Tot Fry to Adult Estimate Sockeye ESSR ESSR as a  % of US

Year released Production Survival to the Tuya River Harvestsa)
H/R and Can Catchc)

1991 1,632,000 43534 2.67%

1992 1,990,000 60100 3.02%

1993 4,700,000 50764 1.08%

1994 2,267,000 42221 1.86%

1995 2,474,000 37173 1.50% 1104 0.00% 1.19%

1996 2,561,000 49208 1.92% 10239 216 2.11% 10.18%

1997 433,000 7637 1.76% 7917 2015 25.45% 34.39%

1998 1,603,000 48016 3.00% 13066 6103 46.71% 39.13%

1999 867,000 11274 1.14% 5110 2822 55.23% 24.80%

2000 0 8788 1283 14.60% 48.12%

2001 0 25920 400 1.54% 34.95%

2002 1,124,000 22480 2.00% 10300 2418 23.48% 28.71%

2003 2,400,000 48000 2.00% 21023 7031 33.44% 17.16%

2004 3,200,000 64000 2.00% 2128 1675 78.71% 3.92%

2005 2,100,000 42000 2.00% 1650 148 8.97% 1.35%

2006 1,201,000 24020 2.00% 10000 0 0.00% 15.57%
2007b

1,500,000 37800 2.00% 7200 150 0.00% 18.75%

Avg 24.19% 23.09%
a) ESSR (excess to salmon spawning requirements) fishery located on  

the Tuya River, approximately 300 metres from its mouth (2005-08 harvest include only sample fish
b) release scheduled for mid June 2007 (est survival, 2002-06)
c) presented as a percentage of catch of Stikine origin sockeye. Does

not include ESSR catches taken at the mouth of the Tuya River

Table 1 .Tuya  Lake sockeye fry release and adult production, 1991-06.  
 
 
The difficulties encountered in terminally harvesting the fish and the inability of the 
remaining sockeye to ascend the barrier has prompted concerns on behalf of the Tahltan 
First Nation, other local residents, Transboundary River (TBR) Panel members and 
others.  Some members of the Transboundary Technical Committee (TTC) had resilient 
concerns associated with the straying of fish and potential genetic and other impacts of 
Tuya sockeye spawning in areas already frequented by wild spawning stocks. ARC 
Environmental, 2006 reported: “Given the results of the literature review and the data 
collected to date in the Stikine River, the probability of genetic risk of the Tuya River 
blocked fish appears to be extremely low. However, it is prudent to suppose that given a 
long enough time and a large enough number of fish that some successful straying and 
interaction of Tuya River fall back fish could take place”  
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In an attempt to increase harvest of Tuya Fish in the ESSR fishery, thereby minimizing 
Tuya sockeye straying and maximizing economic benefit, DFO in partnership with the 
Tahtan First Nation,  installed a fish trap in 1998. The trap did not perform to expectation 
and was abandoned in favour of gillnet harvesting.  Gillnetting sites were experimented 
with since 1996. The best site was located in an eddy located below and adjacent to a 
partial fish barrier at a point approximately 300 metres upstream from the mouth of the 
Tuya River, Figure 4. Unfortunately, this site cannot be fished efficiently during periods 
of high water. In an attempt to provide stability to the fishing site and to research and 
develop a fish trap, funding was provided from various sources to install a deflection weir 
immediately above the fishing site and to investigate the feasibility of a fish ladder c/w 
with an in situ trap at the site.  The deflection weir was finally installed in March of 2004. 
Several attempts to install this structure from 2002-2003 were aborted due to high water 
and ice flows. The fish ladder/trap plans were abandoned due to cost overrun projections 
and safety concerns with blasting in the area, which could have resulted in land slides in 
the unstable, 200 metre slopes adjacent to the site. There was a also uncertainty around 
the efficacy of the fish ladder/trap based on the potential of the migrating fish failing to 
find the entrance to the fish ladder and preferring to attempt to ascend the river via the 
main channel located 20-30 metres opposite from the entrance to the fish ladder. 
 
In 2004 the Transboundary River Technical Committee  (TTC) was tasked with 
developing a catching system designed to increase the efficiency of harvest at the Tuya 
River  ESSR fishing  site. The goal is to harvest, in a safe and economical fashion, a 
minimum of 80 per cent of Tuya River sockeye entering the river.  The challenges posed 
include active and, therefore, unstable canyon like slopes and the inaccessibility of the 
site. (There is no road access; hence, the camp is serviced exclusively by helicopter.) The 
TTC submitted a three year proposal to the Northern Fund (NF) of the Pacific Salmon 
Commission. The proposal requested funding to conduct research in the development, 
installation, and operation of a fish trap. Funding was also requested to refine the existing 
gillnet fishing activities at site in 2004 through to 2006.   
 
A siphon fed, floating fish ladder was designed, fabricated and installed in July 2005. The 
trap did not perform to expectations due to a major fabrication error and other minor 
inefficiencies. The trap was removed from the site and transported to Chiliwack, B.C. for 
major re-fabrication.  The work was completed in late May 2006 and ready for an early 
July deployment.  In June 2006 a major rock slide occurred at the Tuya River fishing site, 
Figure 5. This resulted in abandoning the trapping project due to a major change in river 
flows in concert with the recognition of potential acceleration of further rock slides and, 
therefore, a magnified health and safety risk to Tuya River field and construction staff.  
 
As a result of the major changes at the site, including the establishment of a major fish 
passage barrier, the TRSC focused its efforts on exploring techniques to provide fish 
access around the barrier with the strategy to develop a harvest system located upstream 
at a safe working site. Funding that was assigned to the 2006 was re-assigned to cover 
some of the expenditures for the 2007-08 project. 
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The following interim report summaries the Tuya River activities conducted from July 
2007 to January 2008.   Summary reports summarizing the 2004-05 season and the 2005-
07 seasons were submitted to the Northern Fund Committee on 09 February 2007 and  09 
July 2007, respectively. 
 
1.2 Objective and Scope 
 
The 2007-08 objective was to design fish passage around the newly formed barrier as 
shown in Figure 5. with  the option of proceeding with construction plans, including 
blasting fish passage in the early spring of 2008. Fish passage will facilitate the long term 
goal of delivering fish beyond the barrier to a site conducive to the safe and efficient 
harvest of up to 80 per cent of the sockeye entering the Tuya River.  It is anticipated that 
the new harvest site (site 2) will be located near the existing field camp quarters, 
approximately 800 metres upstream from the mouth of the Tuya River, Figure 4. 
Overview of the Tuya River.. Ancillary to the overall objective is the monitoring of 
stream flows and resulting erosions, specifically additional rock slide activity within the 
lower reaches of the Tuya River, as well as a professional assessment of slope stability at 
the proposed blasting site. An additional objective is the collection of age, gender, and 
size of a representative sample of sockeye entering the Tuya River.  
 

2.0 Methods 

2.1 Engaging of the Tuya River Steering Committee (TRSC) 
 
The TRSC was established at the outset of the Tuya River Harvest Studies commencing 
in 2004. The committee’s mandate remains unchanged since its inception; specifically, to 
develop a sockeye salmon harvest facility within the confines of the lower reach of the 
Tuya River.  In the delivering of its mandate the committee had the means to solicit 
advice from experts in various fields such as river hydrology, geomorphology, fish 
behaviour and fisheries technology.  All activity germane to the Tuya Harvest activities 
originated from proceedings and recommendation of the committee.  The core TRSC 
members consists of the following: 
 

• Retired Senior DFO engineer (Roy McGechaen) 
• Senior Engineer from the US (Ed Donahue, HDR Alaska Ltd) 
• Consultant/Contractor from Canada (Jan Martennson, Ampex Mining) 
• Fisheries Biologist from Canada (Sandy Johnston ‘chair’, Peter Etherton) 
• Fisheries Biologist from the US (Ron Josephson, Eric Prestegard) 
• Tahltan/Iskut First Nations (Cheri Frocklage) 
• Administrator/Researcher/field technician (Sean Stark) 
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2.2 Field Trips, Conference Calls, Meetings 
Several field trips were scheduled to assess slope stability, water levels, and to collect 
baseline biological characteristics of Tuya River sockeye salmon. The TRSC conducted a 
site visit on 14 August, accompanied by Duncan Wyllie, partner in  Wyllie & Norrish 
Rock Engineers Ltd. Mr. Wyllie was tasked with providing a professional assessment of 
slope stability at the site and to assist in developing blasting plans and blasting designs as 
required.  Several conference calls were conducted by the TRSC in preparation for the 
site visit. Conference calls were conducted on several occasions after 14 August. A 
meeting of the committee occurred on the evening of 14 August and during the morning 
of 15 August.  This meeting served as a debriefing of the field trip as well as establishing 
goals for the duration of the project. Various technical tasks, including the status of 
provincial and federal permits, were assigned to select members.  
 

3.0 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Tuya River Steering Committee (TRSC) 
 
The committee, Chaired by Mr. Sandy Johnston, was engaged in all aspects of the 
project. Five conference calls were conducted resulting in the assignment of tasks and the 
scheduling field trips and additional meetings.  One formal meeting was held in Dease 
Lake and a second is scheduled for February 2008.  A site visit was conducted on 14 
August (All members except Mr. Johnston attended.). Many exchanges of e-mails and 
telephone discussion between and among committee members regarding the efficacy of 
blasting fish passage and alternative approaches occurred.  

3.2 Field Trip: Tuya River Aerial Surveys 
 
Aerial surveys were flown on 25 May and 16 June to observe water levels and to assess 
further bank erosion at the site of the 2006 rock slide. Water levels on both surveys were 
well above seasonal records, Figure 2. New rock slides occurred at the site of the 2006 
rock slide site, Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.  Evidence of new rock slide activity at the location of the 2006 Tuya rock slide 

 
The new rock slide activity vindicated the TRSC concern regarding additional rock slides 
post the 2006 rock slide that effectively ended fish harvest opportunities at this site. 
Although not shown in the Figure 3, major rock slide activity occurred throughout the 
length of the access trail leading to staff quarters. (note: no cost was charged against the 
Tuya project for these surveys as they were conducted concurrent with other local DFO 
projects, i.e. the Tuya River site was within the flight path of the 2006 Bell Jet Ranger 
Helicopter enroute to a DFO camp.) 
 

3.3 Field Trip: Collection of Biological Samples from Tuya River 
Sockeye 
A Bell Jet Ranger helicopter was used to transport gear and staff from the townsite of 
Dease Lake to the Tuya River on 29 July and 11 August. The field trips were conducted 
to collect biological samples (age, gender, size, and otolith samples) from Tuya River 
sockeye and to observe the sockeye in their attempts to ascend beyond the fish barrier, 
Figure 3. The first field trip was done over the course of three days  (29-31 July) and 
yielded a total sample of  63 sockeye salmon, 1 coho salmon, and 1 chinook salmon.  The 
second field trip was conducted from 11-13 August and yielded a catch of 87 sockeye 
salmon and one coho salmon. As expected , age five fish were predominant in the catch 
and accounted for 75 per cent of the sample. Age four fish accounted for the balance. One 
per cent of the catch originated from the 2002 Tahltan Lake sockeye fry release.  All but 
two fish were caught by rod and line utilizing snagging procedures. A set net deployed 
near camp and above the fish barrier on the 29 July caught two sockeye over a  24 hrs 
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period.. The net was deployed again on 11 August and yielded no fish over a 48 hour 
period.  On 30 July 90 sockeye salmon were observed breaching at the fish barrier  from 
1340 to 1440 hrs. Two fish were successful in reaching the crest of the falls, but appeared 
to have been flushed downstream. The water flows were well above average at the start 
of the field trip on 29 July. By the 30 July, however, the water rose approximately 1 
metre, well above season average flows, Figure 2. Fishing success during this period was 
nil. It was assumed the extreme flow flushed the milling sockeye downstream.  
 
Aerial surveys conducted above the fish barrier yielded zero fish observation. This result, 
however, is of little value due to the very poor viewing conditions as a result of the high, 
turbid water. 
 

3.4 Field Trip: TRSC Tuya River Site Visit 
 
On 11 August, in preparation for the site visit of the TRSC,  handrails and safety ropes 
were secured at various treacherous areas of the site from points located near the camp 
downstream to the fishing eddy as depicted in Figure 4. The TRSC arrived at the site via 
a Bell Jet Ranger helicopter at 1230 hrs on the 14 August. All of the committee members, 
except Mr. S. Johnston, were in attendance.  Other participants included Mr. Frank 
Quinn, DFO Area Director, Transboundary Rivers and the Yukon; Mr. Paul Christiansen, 
DFO Senior Habitat Biologist, Transboundary Rivers and the Yukon; Mr. Duncan 
Wyllie, partner in Wyllie Norrish Rock Engineers Ltd; and Shawn McFarland, DFO field 
technician.   
 
An overflight of the site to assess the stability of several hanging boulders was done my 
Mr. Wyllie immediately after the TRSC arrived.  The TRSC visited sites one and two and 
points in between and assessed these locations for recent and potential rock slides and 
river flow characteristics, Figure 4.  Mssrs Wyllie and McGechaen scaled the canyon 
slope on river right near site one to evaluate the slope stability there and to compare their 
findings against observations they made in July 2003.  
 
A considerable amount of time was spent observing breaching salmon in their attempt to 
negotiate the velocity barrier that resulted from the 2006 rock slide activity. There was 
some optimism that the new rock slide activity in 2007 may have provided a natural fish 
migration route. In light of the observations and the observations made by field crews in 
July and August, it was concluded that the natural deposition of rock in 2007 did not 
provide for fish passage in any large measure (note that two fish were caught in a gillnet 
set at a site above the barrier.)  
 
The rock face, immediately above site one was once more assessed and pondered in 
respect to blasting fishing passage through same, Figure 5. The basaltic rock type of the 
rock face is conducive to blasting, but it is expected that it will be prone to shattering 
according to Messrs Martinnson and Wyllie. Further it was concluded that the concussion 
as a result of blasting at the rock face will not precipitate local rock slides. 
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Time was also spent observing and discussing the trail located between site one and the 
camp, Figure 4. It was obvious that this trail received a large measure of rock fall 
between August 2006 and August 2007. The risk factor of staff using this trail on a 
regular basis was reinforced.  
      

 
Figure 4. Overview of the Tuya River. 

 
The visit to site two further confirmed, that in all probability this location is the obvious 
site to focus efforts in establishing a fish harvest system.  The merits of the site are: 

• Close to camp quarters 
• River width and velocity out rank site one in terms of establishing a trap 
• Safety: the site is not as prone to rock slide activity as is other sites downstream 

The obvious obstacle, of course, in respect to fish harvest at this site is the fish blockage 
at site one.  
 
The site visit concluded at 1700 hrs. The Bell Jet Ranger flew dropped several personnel 
at the awaiting vehicles parked 2 km from the site on the Telegraph Creek Road. Several 
members flew back to Dease Lake.  The committee reconvened at 1730 hrs and 
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commenced a formal meeting to debrief the site visit and commit to plans for balance of 
the season and beyond. 
 

 
Figure 5. Proposed blasting site required for fish passage, Tuya River. 

3.5 Dease Lake Meeting 14-15 August, 2008 (see minutes 
Appendix 1) 
The TRSC reconvened at the Northway Motor Inn, Dease Lake, at 1730 hours. Through 
course of the meeting which concluded at 1130 hrs 15 August (note: The committee stood 
down at 2200 hrs on 14 and started again at 0900 hrs 15 August.) Three decisions were 
made, specifically: 

1. To move the fish capture site from the current location to an identified area 
upstream of the current camp. 

2. To remove substantial quantities of rock from the first river obstruction to enable 
migrating salmon to swim more readily upstream to the relocated capture site. 

3. To seek and secure funding for this work. 
A series of tasks were assigned to select individuals. Mr. Wyllie was committed to the 
production of a report summarizing the results of the field trip (Appendix 2); further 
Messrs Wyllie, Martennson, McGechaen, and Donahue were committed to meeting in 
Vancouver to design a blasting pattern through the rock face as depicted in Figure 5. The 
plan will include the number of blasts and location of same. Mr. Etherton was tasked with 
providing Tuya River flow records to Mr. Donahue. These data will be used in modeling 
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velocities estimates through various blasting strategies. He was also tasked with ensuring 
the federal and provincial permits are secured by March or April 2008. 
 
The committee discussed plans for a harvest system. Conceptual designs will be 
developed by the committee in the spring of 2008. The detailing of costs, installation and 
operation will be solicited through a tendering process. In addition, the tender will 
request that the contractor provide both costs and routing of an access tote road to the 
fishing site.  An application to the Northern Fund will be submitted to cover these 
consulting costs as well as the maintenance cost of the TRSC and monies to conduct two 
Tuya field trips in the summer of 2008.  
 
There was uncertainty about the efficacy of blasting fish passage through the rock face. 
The uncertainty stemmed from the possibility of an extreme velocity through the chute 
which may, or may not, prevent salmon from ascending upstream.  It was posited that 
stream bead materials may shift and interrupt flow to the extent that fish passage would 
be maintained.  The experts in the committee suggested that there was a 50 per cent 
chance of success.  Further meetings to refine the blast configuration are scheduled for 
Feb 2008. 

4.0 Recommendations 
It is recommended that plans to blast fish passage through a basaltic rock face proceed. It 
is further recommended that any revision to the plan as a result of the February meeting 
of TRSC engineers be accepted.   
It is recommended that funding be sought to hire a consultant to provide a cost estimate 
of a fish trap/weir system and an access tote road to the site. 

5.0 Budget 
Expenditures to date are listed in appendix Table 3. Of the $171,032 N/F monies 
committed to the project, $153425 has been deposited to a DFO special purpose account. 
Of this sum, $25,800 has been expended on various items, including, but not limited to, 
$9,800 on helicopter charters and $9,390 was spent on consulting fees.  
 
The project activities scheduled for March through till May 2008 is expected to absorb 
the total project cost of $171,032.   

. 
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Appendix 1. Minutes from the 14-15 August Meeting, Dease Lake, B.C 

 
 
Notes from a meeting regarding the future of salmon capture on the Tuya River  
 
Dates:  August 14th and 15th, 2007 
 
Locations: Tuya River 
  Dease Lake 
 
Present: Frank Quinn  DFO Whitehorse 
  Peter Etherton  DFO Whitehorse 
  Paul Christensen DFO Whitehorse 
 
  Ron Josephson Alaska Dept. of Fish and Game 
  Ed Donahue  HDR Inc. 
 
  Cherie Frocklage Tahltan First Nation 
 
  Duncan Wyllie Wyllie and Norrish, Rock Engineers 
  Swede Martensson Ampex Mining 
 
  Roy McGechaen DFO casual employee 
 
 
Summary of decisions: 
 

4. To move the fish capture site from the current location to an identified area 
upstream of the current camp. 

5. To remove substantial quantities of rock from the first river obstruction to enable 
migrating salmon to swim more readily upstream to the relocated capture site. 

6. To seek and secure funding for this work. 
 
 
Events / Observations 
 

1. Meeting attendees met at the site of the first obstruction on the morning of August 
14, 2007 (C. Frocklage was not present).  For reference, the coordinates of this 
location is N 58° 02.551′, W 130° 50.605′. 
Background and history of attempts to convert this natural barrier to salmon into a 
functioning fishing site were reviewed. 
D. Wyllie and R. McGechaen scaled the nearby rock slope on the left bank to 
assess current stability and erosion conditions. In four years since the last survey 
had been done, it was obvious that considerable additional erosion of the sand, 
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gravel and clay underlying the basalt rock above had occurred. The risk of 
rockfall onto the working area below appeared substantially greater than before. A 
full discussion of risk from falling rock will be in D. Wyllie’s updated rock 
stability report. 
 
The rock on the right bank, although inaccessible, was easily viewed and 
assessed. The erosive force of higher than normal freshet conditions in the spring 
of 2006 and 2007 resulted in removal of base material underlying and supporting 
the rock material above. As a result, large rock fragments have fallen into the 
Tuya River on the right bank of the first obstruction and now form a partial 
barrier to water flow. This in turn has created more difficult conditions for fish 
passage and has rendered the water collection system and floating fish trap 
constructed in 2005 unusable. In addition, future rockfalls are expected on the 
right bank with a possible further effect on river water levels as well as possible 
showering of rock particles over the working area. 
 
The downstream portion of the trail connecting the lower fishing site with the 
camp area is now considered to be very dangerous. Protective measures are 
required if staff or contractors plan to use the trail for access from the camp to 
downstream areas. 
 
The upper fishing site along with the topographical survey (conducted a low water 
in September 2004) was viewed and the basis for a conceptual scheme for a new 
and safer capture site was discussed. For reference, the coordinates of the 
upstream site are N 58° 02.754′, W 130° 50.499′ and for the camp N 58° 02.680′, 
W 130° 50.541′.  
 

2. A subsequent meeting was held in the evening of August 14, 2007 with all but 
Paul Christensen present and including Ms. Frocklage’s daughter, Michelle.  

 
All aspects of the decision were discussed including advantages and 
disadvantages of an access road to the new site. The overall cost of the project 
was estimated very roughly to be in the $ 1.5 – 2.5 million dollar range and we 
debated at length the likelihood of improved fish passage after next spring’s 
proposed blasting work. 
 
We agreed to look further into the possibility of utilizing an electric fence for 
diverting migrating salmon into a suitable trap. 
 
The need for continuing consultation with the Tahltan First Nation was discussed 
at length. We noted the need for proper environmental assessment and timely 
submission of screening documentation. These items will be incorporated into a 
project schedule at the appropriate time. 
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Action items resulting from this meeting were: 
 

 
Item Task Performed by / Date 

 
1 Submit preliminary proposal to Northern Panel 

for funding. 
P. Etherton / 
R. Josephson / 
August 22, 2007 

2 Update rock stability report. D. Wyllie / October 07 
 

3 Provide Tuya River hydrological records and 
if possible, basic analysis to design team. 

P. Etherton / October 07 

4 From existing survey data, create rock profiles 
to aid blasting design; submit to D. Wyllie / 
S. Martensson. 

R. McGechaen / 
September 07 

5 Design blast pattern and depths for blast in 
spring ’08. 

S. Martensson / 
D. Wyllie/ 
December 07 

6 Produce new fish capture site conceptual 
design and improved cost estimate. 

E. Donahue / 
R. McGechaen / 
December 07 

7 Create and submit detailed proposal. Project team / 
December 07 
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Appendix 2 . Wyllie and Norrish report: Tuya River Slope Stability 
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Appendix 3. Detailed Expenditures 

Page 1 of  2

Name of Project: Tuya River Harvest Study (year four) 2007

ELIGIBLE COSTS BUDGET OTHER CONTRIBUTION 2007 VARIANCE
FUNDING FUNDING EXPENDITURES TO DATE

Labour
Wages & Salaries

Position # of crew
# of work 

days hrs per day rate per hour 
Total   (PSC + 

In-kind + cash) 
 In-Kind   & 

Cash  PSC Amount 
 Expenditures 

Charged to SPA  Budget Variance 
project management and report(s) -                              
DFO Senior Engineer 1 38 7.5 53 15,105            15,105                        1,978                          13,127                        
DFO Biologist 1 30 7.5 33 7,425              7,425               -                              
DFO Administrator/researcher 1 30 7.5 27 6,075              6,075               -                              
Tahtan First Nations 1 23 7.5 26 4,485              4,485               -                              
ADF&G Biologist 1 20 7.5 33 4,950              4,950               -                              
Person Days (# of crew x work days) sub total 38,040            22,935             15,105                        1,978                          13,127                        

Labour - Employer Costs ( percent of wages subtotal amount ) 
rate 18% sub total 6,847              4,128               2,719                          -                              2,719                          

# of work rate per
Contractors & Consultants # of crew  days hrs per day  hour
general contractor (consult/driller/blaster) 1 40 8 62 19,840            19,840                        1,935                          17,905                        
gen contr assist (driller/skilled labour) 2 26 8 43.75 18,200            18,200                        18,200                        
labourers 2 26 8 30 12,480            12,480                        12,480                        
Geomorphologist (assess stability/blasting) 1 15 8 125 15,000            15,000                        7,455                          7,545                          

-                              -                              
-                              

Engineer consultant 1 30 8 125 31,200            31,200                        31,200                        
Insurance if applicable rate 0% -                              

sub total 96,720            96,720                        9,390                          87,330                        

# of work
Volunteer Labour # of crew  days hrs per day
Skilled -                              
Un-skilled -                              
Insurance if applicable rate 0% -                              

sub total -                              
-                              

Total Labour Costs 141,607          27,063             114,544                      11,367                        103,176                      

Site / Project Costs Detail (use additional page for details if needed )
-                              

materials required to construct protective fencing (trail from camp to site) 4,500              4500.00 4,500                          
-                  -                              
-                  -                              
-                  -                              
-                  -                              
-                  -                              
-                  -                              
-                  -                              

Helicoper charters -                  -                              
27 hrs at $1k/hr 27,000            27000.00 9,802                          17,198                        

Fixed wing charter -                  -                              
-                              

Groceries -                  -                              
100 person days at $25/day 2,500              2500.00 345                             2,155                          

fuels -                  -                              
propane, gas, stove oil 788                 788.00 1,643                          (855)                            

misc camp and personnel gear -                  272                             (272)                            
winterize cabin (insullation) 2,000              2000.00 2,000                          

-                              
propane heater 1,200              1200.00 1,200                          

-                              
comminiation system (satellite system c/w phone and internet) 1,500              1500.00 1,500                          

-                              
-                               
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ELIGIBLE COSTS BUDGET OTHER CONTRIBUTION 2007 VARIANCE

FUNDING FUNDING EXPENDITURES TO DATE

Training (e.g Swiftwater, bear aware, electrofishing, etc).
Total   (PSC + 

In-kind + cash) 
 In-Kind    &   

Cash  PSC  Amount 
 Expenditures 

Charged to SPA  Budget Variance 
Name of course # of crew # of days

Total Training Costs

Overhead / Indirect Costs (not to exceed 20% of PSC Amount)
Office space; including utilities, etc. 3,000              3,000               
Insurance
Office supplies
Telephone & long Distance 500                 500                  
Photocopies & printing 500                 500                  
Other overhead costs

Total Overhead Costs 4,000              4,000               -                              

Capital Costs / Assets Detail (use additional page for details if needed )
Assets are things of value that have an initial cost of $250 CAN or more and which can be readily misappropriated for personal use or gain or 
which are not, or will not be, fully consumed during the term of the project.
power saw

Total Capital Costs -                  -                              -                              

Project Total Costs 202,095          31,063             171,032                      25,801                        145,231                      

Budget Summary PSC COMMITMENT $171, 032.00
(PSC + in-kind + cash) PSC DEPOSIT TO DATE 153,425.00

EXPENDITURES TO DATE (25,801.00)
Total Labour Costs 141,607  ACCOUNT BALANCE 127,624.00
Total Site / Project Costs 56,488    Project Total Costs
Total Training Costs minus ADFG $
Total Overhead Costs 4,000      
Total Capital Costs -          

Project Total 202,095  

Page 2 of 2  
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Table . Detailed expenditures, Tuya River harvest study, July 2007- February 2008.

VENDOR DESCRIPTION INVOICE DATE AMOUNT
Roy McGechaen SEP - Regular Pay - Other 29-Feb-08 ($1,064.67)
Roy McGechaen DEC - Regular Pay - Other 29-Feb-08 $2,129.34
Roy McGechaen SEP - Holiday & Vacation Pay- Non Recov. 29-Feb-08 ($69.21)
Roy McGechaen DEC - Holiday & Vacation Pay- Non Recov. 29-Feb-08 $138.42
Roy McGechaen SEP - Overtime 29-Feb-08 ($665.44)
Roy McGechaen DEC - Overtime 29-Feb-08 $1,330.88
Roy McGechaen SEP - Other Allowances and Benefits 29-Feb-08 ($178.30)
Roy McGechaen DEC - Other Allowances and Benefits 29-Feb-08 $356.60

$1,977.62
AMEX BANK OF CANADA LMK237142 MCGECHAEN/ 20070807 AIR NORTH  WHITEHORSE 25-Aug-07 $692.64
AMEX BANK OF CANADA LMK237142 MCGECHAEN/ 20070809 AMEX CANAD TANLMK2371 25-Aug-07 $42.31
ETHERTON, PETER JUL28-AUG02/07ETHERTON,P,TUYACMPVIADEASELKNOGSTSPA 28-Jul-07 $477.40
ETHERTON, PETER ETHERTON,P.DEASELK-TUYARV-AUG10-15/07NOGST 10-Aug-07 $411.92
MCFARLAND, MARK MCFARLAND,S.WHRSE-DEASE-TUYA-WHRSE.AUG10-14/07NOGST 10-Aug-07 $131.90
MCGECHAEN, ROY A LMK237142 TUYA RIVER SITE MTG, VANC TO WHSE TO TUYA, RETURN 13-Aug-07 $614.62

$2,370.79
PACIFIC WESTERN HELICOG1624-075320, INV, 37378, COOLERS AND PETE TO TUYA, JULY 29, E60SQ-020001/1420SQ 31-Jul-07 $1,541.66
PACIFIC WESTERN HELICOF1624-075321, INV 37389, 2 TRIPS WITH PACKED COOLERS TO CAMP TUYA, S/OSQ-02000 31-Jul-07 $1,335.81
PACIFIC WESTERN HELICOF1624-075324, INV 24880 TUYA FISHING CAMP, S/O E60SQ-020001/142/SQ 11-Aug-07 $2,877.47
TRANS NORTH HELICOPTEF1624-075428, CUST GCA1572, REF 40890 TAT & DALTON POST 30-Sep-07 $4,047.45

$9,802.39
STIKINE RIVERSONG F1624-075319, INV 288850 LOWER STIKINE CHARTER 3-Aug-07 $1,643.00

$1,643.00
PSC ($144,900.00)

($8,525.00)
($153,425.00)

AMPEX MINING F1624-075325 CONSULTING ON TUYA 18-Aug-07 $1,934.64
JADE BOULDER CAFE  QFF//ETHERTON PETER//MEETING ROOM RENTAL FOR TUYA WORKING COMMIT $94.34

WYLLIE & NORRISH ROCK TUYA RIVER SLOPE STABILITY FOR BLASTING DESIGN 29-Sep-07 $7,360.84
$9,389.82

CDN TIRE STORE #00452//STARK SEAN//MICHELIN MAT & TFX20-2 TEFLON//Acquisition Card - cartes d’acha $71.96
MARK S WORK WEARHOUSE#//ETHERTON PETER//RAIN GEAR//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat $59.98

$131.94
ICY WATERS LTD INV#24754,NOGST,ICE,POF1624-07532JUL28/072 28-Jul-07 $70.00
ICY WATERS LTD INV 24802 - COOLERS OF ICE 3-Aug-07 $70.00

$140.00
FOOD FAIR//MCFARLAND SHAWN//GROCERIES FOR TUYA//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat $32.17
FOOD FAIR//MCFARLAND SHAWN//GROCERIES FOR TUYA//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat $18.85
EXTRA FOODS #8567//ETHERTON PETER//GROCERIES FOR TUYA//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat $192.05
DEASE LAKE SUPER A FOO//ETHERTON PETER//GROCERIES FOR TUYA//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat $51.75
CDN TIRE STORE #00452//ETHERTON PETER//CAMP SUPPLIES//Acquisition Card - cartes d’achat $50.45

$345.27

($127,624.17)

CAMP GEAR - PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND MISC

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLIES

GROCERIES

PSC DEPOSITS

ENGINEERS/CONTRACTORS - SLOPE STABILITY/ HYDROLOGY, ETC

TRAVEL TO AND FROM CAMP

HELICOPTER CHARTERS

FUEL INCLUDING DELIVERY / RIVER BOAT CHARTER
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